Council of University System Faculty
Executive Committee Members, 1989-2021

2020-2021
Chair: Elizabeth Brunn, University of Maryland Global Campus
Vice Chair: Jay Zimmerman, Towson University
Secretary: Ellen Schaefer-Salins, Salisbury University
At Large: Julie Simon, University of Baltimore
At Large: Aerian Tatum, Coppin State University

2019-2020
Chair: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
Vice Chair: Elizabeth Brunn, University of Maryland Global Campus
Secretary: Karen Clark, University of Maryland, Baltimore
At-Large: Ericka Covington, Coppin State University
At-Large: Philip Evers, University of Maryland, College Park

2018-2019
Chair: Trish Westerman, Bowie State University
Vice Chair: Philip Evers, University of Maryland, College Park
Secretary: Elizabeth Brunn, University of Maryland University College
At Large: Karen Clark, University of Maryland, Baltimore
At Large: Nagaraj Neerchal, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Past Chair: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University

2017-2018
Chair: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
Vice Chair: Nagaraj Neerchal, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Secretary: Trish Westerman, Bowie State University
At-Large: Chris Brittan-Powell, Coppin State University
At-Large: Beth Clifford, Towson University

2016-2017
Chair: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
Vice Chair: Nagaraj Neerchal, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Secretary: Trish Westerman, Bowie State University
At Large: Chris Brittan-Powell, Coppin State University
At Large: Beth Clifford, Towson University
Past Chair: Virletta Bryant, Coppin State University

2015-2016
Chair: Virletta Bryant, Coppin State University
Vice Chair: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
Secretary: Pat Alt, Towson University
At Large: Joyce Henderson, University of Maryland University College
At Large: Bill Montgomery, University of Maryland, College Park
2014-2015
Chair: Virletta Bryant, Coppin State University
Vice Chair: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
Secretary: Pat Alt, Towson University
At Large: James Stephens, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
At Large: Bill Stuart, University of Maryland, College Park
Past Chair: Jay Zimmerman, Towson University

2013-2014
Chair: Jay Zimmerman, Towson University
Vice Chair: Virletta Bryant, Coppin State University
Secretary: Bobbi Adams, Salisbury University
At Large: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
At Large: Nagaraj Neerchal, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

2012-2013
Chair: Jay Zimmerman, Towson University
Vice Chair: Virletta Bryant, Coppin State University
Secretary: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
At Large: Bobbi Adams, Salisbury University
At Large: Nagaraj Neerchal, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Past Chair: Joyce Shirazi, University of Maryland University College

2011-2012
Chair: Joyce Shirazi, University of Maryland University College
Vice Chair: Jay Zimmerman, Towson University
Secretary: Robert Kauffman, Frostburg State University
At Large: Virletta Bryant, Coppin State University
At Large: Steve Mount, University of Maryland, College Park

2010-2011
Chair: Joyce Shirazi, University of Maryland University College
Vice Chair: William Stuart, University of Maryland, College Park
Secretary: Martha Siegel, Towson University
At Large: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
At Large: Joyce Tenney, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

2009-2010
Chair: William Stuart, University of Maryland, College Park
Vice Chair: Joyce Shirazi, University of Maryland University College
Secretary: Martha Siegel, Towson University
At Large: Lee Richardson, University of Baltimore
At Large: Joyce Tenney, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Past Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore

2008-2009
Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Vice Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University
Secretary Joyce Shirazi, University of Maryland University College
At Large: William Stuart, University of Maryland, College Park
At Large: Joyce Tenney, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Past Chair: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute
## 2007-2008
Chair: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute  
Vice Chair: William Stuart, University of Maryland, College Park  
Secretary: Joyce Shirazi, University of Maryland University College  
At Large: Alcott Arthur, Coppin State University  
At Large: Martha Siegel, Towson University  
Past Chair: David Parker, Salisbury University

## 2006-2007
Chair: David Parker, Salisbury University  
Vice Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore  
Secretary: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute  
At Large: Patricia Alt, Towson University  
At Large: William Stuart, University of Maryland, College Park  
Past Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University

## 2005-2006
Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University  
Vice Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore  
Secretary: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute  
At Large: Vincent Brannigan, University of Maryland, College Park  
At Large John McMullen, Frostburg State University  
Past Chair: Lee Richardson, University of Baltimore

## 2004-2005
Chair: Lee Richardson, University of Baltimore  
Vice Chair: Vincent Brannigan, University of Maryland, College Park  
Secretary: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore  
At Large: Patricia Alt, Towson University  
At Large: David Parker, Salisbury University  
Past Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University

## 2003-2004
Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University  
Vice Chair: Vincent Brannigan, University of Maryland, College Park  
Secretary: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore  
At Large: R. Michael Garner, Salisbury University  
At Large: Lee Richardson, University of Baltimore  
Past Chair: David Parker, Salisbury University

## 2002-2003
Chair: David Parker, Salisbury University  
Vice Chair: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute  
Secretary: Brigid Noonan, University of Maryland Eastern Shore  
At Large: Vincent Brannigan, University of Maryland, College Park  
At Large: Stephanie Gibson, University of Baltimore  
Past Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
2001-2002
Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Vice Chair: David Parker, Salisbury University
Secretary: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute
At Large: Stephanie Gibson, University of Baltimore
At Large: John Organ, Bowie State University

2000-2001
Chair: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Vice Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University
Secretary: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute
At Large: Kenneth Baldwin, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
At Large: Carl Smith, University of Maryland, College Park
Past Chair: Steven Havas, University of Maryland, Baltimore

1999-2000
Chair: Steven Havas, University of Maryland, Baltimore
Vice Chair: Martha Siegel, Towson University
Secretary: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
At Large: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute
At Large: Carl Smith, University of Maryland, College Park
Past Chair: Lawrence Lasher, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

1998-1999
Chair: Lawrence Lasher, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Vice Chair: Steven Rebach, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Secretary: E. William Chapin, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
At Large: John Collins, University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute
At Large: Martha Siegel, Towson University

1997-1998
Chair: Lawrence Lasher, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Vice Chair: Steven Rebach, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Secretary: Ira Block, University of Maryland, College Park &
Thomas Erskine, Salisbury University
At Large: Marci McClive, Frostburg State University
At Large: Martha Siegel, Towson University
Past Chair: James Alexander, University of Maryland, College Park

1996-1997
Chair: James Alexander, University of Maryland, College Park
Vice Chair: Lawrence Lasher, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Secretary: Michael Wallinger, Frostburg State University
At Large: Steven Rebach, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
At Large: Trudy Somers, Towson University
Past Chair: Joel Cohen, University of Maryland, College Park
1995-1996
Chair: Joel Cohen, University of Maryland, College Park
Vice Chair: Lawrence Lasher, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Secretary: Michael Wallinger, Frostburg State University
At Large: Pat Gilbert, University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science
At Large: Jane Schukoske, University of Baltimore
Past Chair: M. Jane McMahon, Towson University

1994-1995
Chair: M. Jane McMahon, Towson University
Vice Chair: Joel Cohen, University of Maryland, College Park
Secretary: Jane Schukoske, University of Baltimore
At Large: Joyce Bowles, Bowie State University
At Large: Lawrence Lasher, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Past Chair: Katherine Fox, Salisbury University

1993-1994
Chair: Katherine Fox, Salisbury University
Vice Chair: M. Jane McMahon, Towson University
Secretary: Jane Schukoske, University of Baltimore
At Large: Joyce Bowles, Bowie State University
Past Chair: A. Franklin Parks, Frostburg State University

1992-1993
Chair: A. Franklin Parks, Frostburg State University
Vice Chair: Katherine Fox, Salisbury University
Secretary: Constance Perguson, University of Maryland, College Park
Past Chair: Arthur Johnson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

1991-1992
Chair: Arthur Johnson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Vice Chair: James Perry, Frostburg State University
Secretary: Marilyn Oblak, University of Baltimore
Past Chair: Amos White, Bowie State University

1990-1991
Chair: Richard Farrell, University of Maryland, College Park
*(Term completed by Dr. Amos White when Dr. Farrell passed in 1991.)*
Vice Chair: Amos White, Bowie State University
Secretary: Adelaide Lagnese, University of Maryland University College
At Large: Harry Baseheart, Salisbury University
At Large: Arthur Johnson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

1989-1990
Chair: Richard Farrell, University of Maryland, College Park
Vice Chair: Amos White, Bowie State University
Secretary: Adelaide Lagnese, University of Maryland University College
At Large: Harry Baseheart, Salisbury University
At Large: Arthur Johnson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County